Life of a Magnetotactic Bacterium

Magnetotactic bacteria have the potential to access deep regions within the human body. The motion control of this
microorganism has been demonstrated using controlled electromagnetic fields. In this work, we will investigate the
behaviour of a single bacterium throughout its lifetime. Single cell will be separated from the culture using fluidic
microchip and controlled magnetic field.

Objective
In this project, we will separate a bacterium from its
culture using magnetic control and a fluidic microchip.
The magnetic control will enables the bacterium to move
controllably towards a chamber. Once the bacterium
is positioned in the chamber, we will track its motion
throughout its lifetime.
This study is essential as
it provides quantitative information pertaining to the
relation between time and motility of the cells. We observe
that cell motility decreases with time.
Tasks
• Development of a magnetic-based control system to
move single bacterium towards the chamber shown in
Fig. 1;
• Tracking of the motion of the bacterium inside the
chamber throughout its lifetime;
• Investigating the average speed of the bacterium
throughout its lifetime.
Materials
• 4 electromagnetic coils are available in MNRLab;
• 4 electric drivers;
• Motion control systems;
• Magnetotactic bacteria and microfluidic chips;
• A feature tracking algorithm.
PREREQUISITES
Students are expected to have a working knowledge
of control theory, differential equations, linear systems,
statics, kinematic and dynamics.
Familiarity with
programming, especially with Matlab and C++.
OTHER NOTES
This project will involve a weekly meeting with the
instructors and progress reports have to be prepared. All
reports should be written in academic paper format.

www.MNRLab.com

Figure 1. A microfluidic chip with depth of 5 µm is designed
and fabricated to separate a single bacterium from the culture.
Tracking of the bacterium is done within the chamber.
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